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They remember that Levi Garrison said that giant crossbows are easy to use.

But there are too few bows and arrows, only ten!

After all, the bows and arrows required by the giant crossbow are also super large, and the amount of
materials required is too large.

Levi Garrison can only create ten expenditures with the resources discarded by scraps!

Three of them were used before, and only seven are left.

But this critical moment.

Get three bows and arrows at once! ! !

Everyone pulls the bowstring together!

“one two Three!”
“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

Three super bows break through the sound barrier and shoot at unspeakable speed!

Just when the “gods” of Mr. X wanted to kill everyone.

Suddenly they noticed a change!

Three super bows and arrows were fired at once, tearing everything apart.

“Huh??? This…”

Mr. X immediately recognized that this was the super bow and arrow used by Levi Garrison to lead the
coalition to attack the kingdom of God.

The power is terrifying to the extreme!

He thought that the three super bows and arrows had already used up all of them.

Unexpectedly, there are more!

Also shoot three volleys of bows and arrows at once!

“careful!”

Mr. X couldn’t help but reminded.

The gods must control immediately!

But the power of the super bow and arrow is too strong and the speed is too fast to control it.

Even Mr. X can’t control it!

It’s too strong after all.

After all, this giant crossbow was specially made by Levi Garrison, specifically for the laboratory of the
gods!

Design and power are beyond their control!

A group of strong people can only obstruct them abruptly!

“Um?”

“Boom…”

However, the three super bows abruptly disrupted their formation and temporarily suppressed them.

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

“Uh!”

…

The super bow and arrow directly penetrate the powerhouse of the kingdom of God who can’t avoid it!

The three super bows and arrows have caused a lot of impact on the power of the kingdom of God!

This is also the only weapon of the coalition that can effectively injure or kill the power of the kingdom
of God!

But there are only four super bows left.

It’s not enough!

Although the powerhouses of the Kingdom of God were all broken up.

However, with overwhelming power, he pressed down on the prostrate masters.

Although the three super bows came in time, they only blocked part of their power.

General power is still pouring down like a torrential rain, and many people will still die.

“Rumble…”

But a figure suddenly appeared at a critical time, with his own power, his hands blocked all the power!

The coalition was silent on the ground, looking forward in disbelief.

The people of the Kingdom of God who had just blocked the three super bows and arrows also looked
forward in shock.

Shock!

Everyone was shocked!

Child!

A little girl actually blocked all the power!

Let all the strong below creeping survive!

The three super bows can only save a part, and the little girl can also save a part.

